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Greetings fellow Trout Bums,
Welcome to August. The heat and humidity are on and the monsoons are kicking in.
Remember if you’re out fishing whether on a lake or stream check the weather forecast and keep an eye on the sky for changes in the weather. As you know monsoons
and flash floods can kick up rather quickly. Be safe when you’re out there.
This month is our annual swap meet. Go through your closets, garage, your secret
hiding spot for stuff you haven’t used in a long time or you don’t need and bring
it to the swap meet to sell or trade. If you’re new to fly fishing or if you’re looking
to upgrade your gear this is a good time. For more info check out the newsletter.
And, this months outing is to Utah, Dick Brooks was out scouting locations. If
you’re interested in going he will be at the August meeting to sign you up and answer any questions you
have.

AUGUST
Wednesday,
August 14, 2019

Chit-Chat & Dinner: 6:00
Meeting/Guest Speaker: 7:00

Elks Lodge
1775 West Chandler Blvd.
Chandler, Arizona 85224

See you at the swap meet.
Tight lines,
Frank Schettino

ANNUAL DFC
SWAP MEET

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 14, 2019
Setup at: 6:30 PM • Short Meeting: 6:55 PM
Swapping at: 7:00 PM*

FLY FISHERS
INTERNATIONAL

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

*As a courtesy to all Trout Bums
Please, No early birds
Be still like a mountain...and flow like a great river.
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Editor's Notes an' Ramblings...
I was thinking of when I first started working with a fly rod and some of those early
days both of my children would join me. We had a sweet little car-topper and a slick
4 HP Merc on the back. Our main fun each time was to catch bluegills and/or perch.
Both kids became experts at that skill. As they fished from the boat I’d toss a fly and
give it a little jerk and I had a bass that kept the 3 of us busy along with some laughter.
I remember one of those flies was fashioned out of cork…feathers attached and then
I spray painted the cork just to tease, Mr. Bass. Had some success and always had it
stuck in my tackle box for that special occasion. Think I picked the idea up from some
fishing magazine back then. Always remembered the cork fly I crafted back then.

DFC MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the sport of fly
fishing in Arizona through
education, conservation
and community outreach
efforts by:
• Providing Education
classes and clinics on fly
fishing, fly casting, fly
tying, rod building and
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve,

restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing
approachable, enjoyable
and safe in family friendly
environment

Bob McKeon,

DFC Newsletter Editor, Graphic Guru,
Head Wrangler of Stuff, Certified
Lawn Tosser of Old Rods an' things.
Questions/Comments?
Catch me at:
rmckeon2@cox.net

• Promoting responsible
angling practices

PLEASE TAKE NOTE:

CATCH US HERE:
Desert Fly Casters
Web Site
www.desertflycasters.com
President
Frank Schettino
Vice President
Joe Staller
Secretary
Marie McClearn
Treasurer
Valerie Staller
Programs
Mike Faulkinbury
Outings
Joe Staller
Membership
Brian Foss
Website
Bill Batchelor
News Letter Editor
Robert McKeon

Frank and the rest of
the DFC Trout Bums
need your help with
volunteeringSee back page.
Thank you:}

Fast forward to now … I spotted some old flies on FlyAnglers.Com and ran across
the Corker, by fishing guru, "Old Rupe." And, as I continue with this hard hitting
editorial writing for all of our DFC
Trout Bums, I add Old Rupe in his
own words of this small little favorite:
The Corker…
"I was in my local fly shop browsing when I overheard a discussion
on what beetle was hot on the local
river. It was a foam creation with 6
rubber legs that were so small and
fragile that even a half pint of Foster's Lager would prevent anyone I
know from finding them on the tying bench let alone attaching them
to a piece of used "flip flop." After trying to tie a dozen beetles with those delicate
legs I finally ask myself if they were really necessary and gave up on bugs with
tiny fragile legs. One good trout would finish them, if a tier could attach them to
the bug in the first place, and out of the recesses of my pack rat mind charged the
slightly dusty memory of Corkers.
If you are not drawing social security you are too young to remember Corkers
and the controversy they generated. They were just painted bits of cork glued to
a bare hook that were supposed to represent hoppers, beetles, ants, inchworms
and maybe the morning after visions of a mescal addict. Bill McIntyre of Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania manufactured them by the bushel. I always thought he hired stoned
hippies to paint them those weird colors, mostly odd yellows and greens. Weird
looking they surely were but they really caught fish. Splat that piece of cork down
hard in a mirror smooth section of a river and fish would come six feet or more to
lunch on them. They certainly were effective. No legs, wings, antennae; just cork
and a hook and what ever paint was left over from last years home improvement
project. Now comes the controversy....
Since these "flies" were made from just a hook and a painted piece of cork many
considered them lures and you could be arrested for fishing them on most fly only
stretches. I was once informed by a game warden on the Au Sable river in Michigan
that fishing Corkers was a "no no" on his river. The founder of Thomas and Thomas
told me that he delayed marketing Corkers until they were generally considered
ethical. He then ran a full page of them in his catalog at about a dollar each. Many
fishermen still consider them lures, and I would be hesitant to show them to a warden on most fly only water even today. The "If it ain't got hair, fur or feathers on it,
it's not a fly" view, like the early radio hero "The Shadow," still clouds men's minds.
Bill McIntyre still had an advertisement running in 1999 for his Corkers, but I was
unable to locate him or his family. He may not have invented the cork fly concept
but he surely popularized it, a minimalist approach to fly tying showing again that
a fly doesn't have to be an exact imitation to be successful. He wasn't afraid to step
outside the box when he designed his flies. The trout never had a doubt about them
even if many fishermen and regulators did."
So…For all the gang here in the Desert Fly Casters Nation, I’ve sketched out a suggested process of making your own Corkers as shown on page 8. They are delicate,
you might be working with a #16 • #18 hook size, but I think with a little patience and
a keen interest in fly tying you’ll want to add these little fish morsels to your fishing
vest.
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BECKER BEST OUTING

We had a good turnout for our joint DFC/
WMLF Becker Best outing the weekend of
July 13-14. Combined attendance exceeded
70 individuals, and at one point we counted
at least 30 boats bobbing around on Becker
Lake. Due to the heat, fishing was a little
slower than we had hoped for, but some nice
fish were caught and released as you can see
from the pictures below. WMLF(White Mountains Lake Foundation) put on a good raffle
that included rods, reels, tying desks, tying
materials and dozens of fly boxes loaded with
member tied flies. WMLF also provided lunch,
and no one (except perhaps strict vegans!)
went away hungry.
The fact that these good fish exist in Becker Lake is largely due to WMLF working with
AZG&F to change the lake regulations to single barbless hooks, strict catch and release,
managing stocking levels to keep average size
high, and paying for improvements like the
automatic entry gate and improvements to
keep lake hosts on site to minimize poaching.
WMLF thanks DFC for the awesome support!
Questions/Comments?
Catch me, Joe Staller, The Outings Guy at:
joestaller@yahoo.com
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Teach A Lot, Learn A Lot

I told her the names of the fish that she was catching and she was able to quickly tell the difference
between crappies and bluegills. She certainly was
able to tell them apart by their coloration, but she
had a more practical fish identification lesson for me
too. Addi decided that the crappies were “lippers”
because they could easily be grabbed by the lower
lip, which caused them to hang motionless while we
unhooked them and she could quickly release them
back to the lake.
Bluegills aren’t her favorite yet as her name for
them indicates. She calls them “pokers”. She held
her fair share of them while releasing them, but like
all of us was a bit nervous about getting poked. She
eyed my fishing gloves and saw the obvious benefit of
an extra layer of protection. She has a pair waiting
for her when she comes up to visit next time.
My older grandsons have been fly fishing for several years now. Much to their delight, it is quite common for them to out-fish me when they come to visit.
As many of you know, I am a big fan of moving my
flies to simulate bug movement when I fish. Owen
and Ayden do that as a natural part of their fishing
to the point that they don’t even think about it anymore. In fact on their last visit, Owen was out-fishing
me so badly that he thought I would benefit from a
tip or two. He had a couple refinements for my retrieve, and he had figured out that sometimes a fish
that misses the fly on the first take will grab the fly
if you move down the bank and cast over the fish in
the opposite direction. Good tip!
Does it get any better than when your kids or
grandkids are helping you enjoy fishing even more
than you thought you possibly could?
Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist Life on the Fly - Payson Roundup Newspaper
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com

Photos- Jim Strogen

I like to help folks be more successful in their fishing . I guess
that is the teacher in me. I especially like to help my grandkids catch
fish. A big part of helping kids be successful is to stack the deck in
their favor. That means doing some work up front and really think
about the fishing trip from a kid’s perspective.
I do what I call scout-fishing before my grandkids come up to
visit. What that means is that I will fish the Green Valley Lakes very
quickly with the rig that I believe the kids will have the greatest success. I also limit my casts to the water that they can cover with their
limited casting skill. I will make two or three casts in an area, then
move down the bank about ten feet to the next piece of water. This
way I can cover the big lake in a little over an hour.
My point in scout-fishing is not to catch a lot of fish, especially if
the kids are fishing the next day. I simply want to find out where the
most fish are in the lake at the time of day that I plan to fish with the
kids.
I modify this approach with the children when they fish as I want
them to scout-fish until they find a batch of cooperative fish. Once
they do, they can fish that area as long as the fish continue to bite,
but then I want them to understand the value of moving on when the
action slows down.
Kids (and adults) can get stuck in a spot where they see several
fish and think that the next cast or the next fly will do the trick. If I
have given the fish my best shot and a few fly changes, I move on. I
seem to always find more cooperative fish a little further along the
lake or around the next bend of the creek.
Kids want catching as part of their fishing experience. They also
appreciate a cool drink and a snack and an understanding parent or
grandparent that is willing to call it a good day after a half hour if
that is all the child wants to fish. For my young grandkids we generally take a big bucket and an aquarium net. They aren’t keen on
grabbing a fish initially, but will happily net it out of the bucket to
return it to the lake.
An important part of teaching is listening and watching. That
has provided me with some priceless moments with my grandkids
as they give me some valuable fish lessons. Most recently, my four
year old granddaughter Addi was having an epic day at Green Valley
Lake. I was working the fly rod, while her dad was set up with a small
bobber and mealworms. She moved back and forth between us and in
less than an hour had caught forty fish!

by Jim Strogen

Addi with a "Lipper"

Ayden with a bluegill

Owen with a crappie
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Fly Tying Corner

Intermediate session on Wednesday, August 28, 2019 • 6:30 to 8:30 PM
McQueen Park Recreation Field (Located on the 510 N Horne, Gilbert)

Jaquelyn Hartwig will be the guest tyer.

We will tie a dry and a nymph. Material will be provided.

August Flies of the Month

Dorato Hare’s Ear dry fly
Hook: Standard dry Fly hook (e,g. Dai
Riki #300) Size 10-16
Thread: 6/0 Olive
Wings: Wood Duck flank feather
Tail: Grizzly and Brown Hackle fibers,
8 – 10 each color
Body: Natural Hare’s ear dubbing
Hackle: Grizzly and Brown
Head: Tying Thread

Flying Squireel Nymph
Hook: 2X nymph hook e.g. Dai Riki #730
size 12 – 18
Bead: Gold Tungsten, 7/64 inch
Weight: Lead Free Wire, .020
Thread: UTC Wood Duck 70 denier
Rib: Gold Wire, Small
Tail: Wood Duck Flank feather
Abdomen: Red Squirrel dubbing
Wings: Wood Duck

For more information or to sign up, send email to:
Bob Harrison at: harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743
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2019 DFC OUTINGS SCHEDULE

Joe
Staller

The Go-To Outings
Chairman Guy

joestaller@yahoo.com

PROJECT HEALING WATERS OUTING • September 14, 2019 • 06:30 AM
Project Healing Waters.
Date: Saturday • September 14, 2019 at 06:30 Sharp.
Location: The Links at Queen Creek • 445 E Ocotillo Rd. • San Tan Valley, AZ.
Lunch will be provided
Come along and hang with some of our local Vets. We’ll start off early at 6:30 AM
just to beat the heat. Come out and join in along with adding a helping hand where needed.
Lunch will be provided by one of the finest seasoned chefs in our DFC Trout Bum nation:
Frankie the Chef.
Note: We should need help here with some flies…Please... we need a couple of our crazies
to tie some flies. Frankie the Chef sez he plans to hand them out to the Vets, personally, at
the outing. So you should don’t disappoint him.
Questions? Catch Host, Frank Schettino, DFC President at:
sketno1026@hotmail.com or 917-414-5428

SAN JUAN RIVER OUTING • September 23•24•25•26•27•28, 2019

Let's...Catch the Big Ones!

Host: Billy Wingo
The San Juan River trip is off to a roaring start and is going
to be a great trip. As things now stand we are booked up
for the 2nd trip, September 26 - 28, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. If there are two other people who want to go I
can probably get one more boat, please let me know soon
if you are interested. The first trip September 23 - 25,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday had three (3) opening
at this time. Let me know soon if you are interested in this
trip. We have a couple of people going for both trips and
this is a great bargain at $1240 for six (6) nights lodging
and four (4) days guided fishing. If you have interest in
the whole week you need to act soon. Regular three day
trip is $620.00 for three (3) nights lodging and two (2) days
guided fishing, also a great bargain. See me at the meetings or give me a call at 602-451-9459. Trips need to be
paid for by the August meeting if possible.
Thanks everyone....Billy Wingo

Lemme see here...Got fly rods that cost that much...Oh!!...Maybe a couple
of new reels for that price....Ahhh new kick boat....yeah that's the ticket...
A new kick boat!...with a compartment for some beer, lunch, laptop....
Yeah, somepen better than what I've got right now....that's it...cool!
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Ye, Olde Fly Tying Corner: August 2019

The CORKER

1

2

3

4

5

I found cork at Hobby Lobby in small packets....1)- Slice off a small bit of cork... 2)- Gently make a small cut or indentation with a razor....just enough to... 3)- Wedge your hook in place and...4)-Slather some Super Glue in cut & also on
top to hold hook in place. 5)- When glue is dry...maybe with a small emery board, sand and round off the cork edges.
Then paint your Corker. Fingernail polish will work or check out some of the small jars of
Testors enamel colors at Hobby Lobby, they are also a good choice.
Suggestion on painting: Just dab colors with a small throw-away brush- or dab with a Q-Tip as a brush- Ain't much to paint here!
Good luck with this...All of us in the DFC Nation would like to get some photos
of your next venture fly fishing the Corker. Now go fish!

Most Unusual Catch So Far This Year...
I've had several dragonflies
and damselflies attack my
flies over the years. I caught
one last year too. This one
took a pheasant tail beadhead rather than the unweighted olive hares ear
hanging a foot below. It was
blowing in the wind while I
was deciding where to cast
to some bluegills.
Fortunately I had on 5x for
the battle (which I got a portion on video) and didn't
lose him. This photo shows
my successful release as he
rested on my arm before flying off to share his version of
the story with his buddies.
Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist Life on the Fly - Payson Roundup
Newspaper
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com
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DESERT
FLY CASTERS
CONSERVATION
CORNER
AUGUST, 2019

Monsoons! It’s the end of July, and Widespread significant RAIN has finally
fallen across the White Mountains, Mogollon Rim, and much of the State. Fire
dangers down, Streams running, and Happy Fish! Go get them!
Arizona Fisheries:
Stream Surveys: Arizona Game and Fish has just conducted a Stream Survey on Horton
Creek, tributary to the Tonto. Preliminary volunteer report was Nice, sizable wild browns!
Tonto Creek survey scheduling is flexible based on water turbidity, but will be very soon.

Tonto and Horton Creek

Forest and Watershed Restorations:

reported by

joe miller
questions/comments?
catch me, joe miller at:
jamiller101@gmail.com
928-978-1315

Rim Country EIS: The DRAFT US Forest Service 4 FRI Rim Country Environmental Statement is being very actively reviewed and “tweaked” by the FS and the 4FRI Stakeholders
Group, including AZGFD, US Fish & Wildlife, Trout Unlimited, and others. It will be published for a 90 day Public Comment Period in the next few weeks. DFC Conservation Chair
is a very active part of that. The Document has significant Guidance and Analysis for
Stream, Riparian Area, and Watershed restoration across the Mogollon Rim. Many of our
streams and lakes. We’ll announce and encourage attendance at the yet to be scheduled
Public Meetings, likely in the September - October timeframe.
Biomass: An extremely Critical Issue for wide-scale Forest thinning and management
across all of Arizona is disposal of the by-product Biomass or slash from thinning operations. It simply must be removed, or high intensity fire risk remains in place. The thinning is critical to watershed, stream, and lakes protection. In July the Arizona Commerce
Commission (ACC), on a 3 - 2 split vote, turned down an opportunity to promote Electrical
power production from these materials, at what was estimated to be a $1 per month per
household cost. Major Bad Decision. The many lead organizations, counties, municipalities, and even the AZGFD are now re-grouping to seek a new path way to disposal of the
biomass, so forest thinning can proceed. Otherwise, More Fires!
US Forest Service Proposed NEPA Process Revisions: The US Forest Service is required
to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) which is intended to ensure
that we can be involved in the management of our public lands, and that they are managed with good decisions and the best available information. USFS is currently seeking
to revise and speed up the “rules” they follow in complying with NEPA. New guidelines
have been proposed and are now nearing the end of a public comment period. Some of
these proposals are good, but some of those new rules may significantly reduce public
involvement in and even awareness of some of these decision making procedures and
those projects. If you’re interested in information about these proposals, please contact
Conservation Chair Joe Miller at jamiller101@gmail.com for more details. Deadline is currently August 12, even though time extensions have been requested.

Hatcheries
AZGFD is working diligently to Modernize, upgrade and even expand their Hatchery Operations and Facilities in Arizona, in order to better provide both Improved Recreational
Fishing opportunities and their Native Trout programs. Let’s all be aware of that, and
work with them as opportunities arise. We’ll report to all DFC Trout Bums both progress
and new opportunities to help right here in the Newsletter. It’s really being done for our
Fishing!

2019 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DATES TO KEEP IN MIND...2019/20

August 14, 2019

Frank Schettino- President
Joe Staller-Vice President
Valerie Staller- Treasurer
Marie McClearn- Secretary
Outings- Joe Staller

Annual DFC Swap Meet

Questions? Catch Frank the President Guy at:
sketno1026@hotmail.com • or • 917-414-5428

Programs- Mike Faulkinbury
Retail/Books/Logo -Jerry King

R E M IN D

ER!

DFC Trip to:

Membership- Brian Foss
Education- Jack Dengel
Conservation- Joe Miller/Dick Brooks
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Raffles- Mike Monroe
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon

SOUTHERN UTAH
August 21-25, 2019

LOA, UTAH

Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor

Need updated information??
Catch: Dick Brooks at:
(480) 203-9634
email: gdubby77@gmail.com

Member at Large
Dick Brooks, David Huang,
Charlie Rosser, J.C. Roberson
David Weaver
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

Saturday, September 14, 2019- 06:30 Sharp

Project Healing Waters Outing
Host: Frank the President Guy at:
sketno1026@hotmail.com • or • 917-414-5428

September 23-28, 2019

San Juan River Outing

Host: Billy Wingo • billy.wingo@phoenix.gov • 602-451-9459

We need voluteers!
See info here and
help all of us out...
Get in touch with me,
Frank,The President Guy

Town of Gilbert Riparian
Preserves 20th Anniversary.
Our Desert Fly Casters have invited by the Town of Gilbert to the Riparian preserves 20th anniversary. Saturday October 12, 2019 from 3pm to 8pm. The theme of
the celebration will be: Tales and Trails: 20 years of

Exploration and Conversation.

The Riparian festivities will include a ceremony with
current and past dignitaries, a fishing derby for kids at
dusk, informational booths, entertainment/activities
for kids, night hikes to campsites where you can make
s’mores.

Tie Some Flies...
Please help us and tie some flies for our Vets to be
used at our DFC Annual Project Healing Waters.
I would like to hand them out personally on Saturday, September 14th. Stay in touch with....
The President Guy during our August Swap Meet
night. Thank you.
Catch me, Frank at:

sketno1026@hotmail.com • 917-414-5428

DFC has been invited to have an information booth.
We need our members to speak with attendees about
the club, fly fishing, we have a demo on fly tying, rod
building and maybe casting if there’s room. We will
also have coloring pages and crayons for kids. We have
also been asked to help out at the fishing derby.
We will need members to sign up to help out at the
event.
We’ll update additional information at our monthly
club gatherings.
First hand info please catch: Frank, The President Guy
at: sketno1026@hotmail.com • 917-414-5428

